
A newly designed 5-spindle cross drill unit with added cartridge  
positions - SR-32J, newly developed, with a movable operation panel  
and other innovative functions. 

»  Coupled with an upgraded power tool motor the  
driven tool capabilities are greatly enhanced.

 »  A newly mounted movable operation panel enables  
the operator to operate the machine at the best  
position at all times.

»  The tool post (Fig.1), with a slanted sliding guideway  
and a high-power spindle motor, allow rigid and powerful performance 
for machining large-diameter components.

»   Type N, with no guide bush for minimizing the remaining material 
length to 70mm, is included in the product line. (The minimum  
remaining material length is 40mm when the used bar feeder  
discharges remaining materials in the forward direction.)

CNC SWISS TYPE AUTOMATIC LATHE
CNC AUTOMATIC LATHE (Non-Guide-Bush Type) Type N

Tool post: 5-Spindle cross drill unit

More Flexible Machining Performance
and User-Friendly Operation

“An advanced power machine suited to a large-diameter machining that answers the needs of the age.”

View machine demo > View case study >

»  Points that are more advanced than the conventional type.

Rigid tool post with “slanted dovetail slideway structure”. 
The tool post with Star’s original “slanted dovetail 

slideway structure” improves the lifespan of cutting tools 
and maintains dimensional accuracy during continuous 

machining for long-periods.

The Y-axis slideway of the tool post incorporates a slanted dovetail 
structure. The X and Y-axis slideways can be arranged in a pattern 
close to the cutting point, which improves machine rigidity. In addition, 
a straight line, passing through the ball screw center which is parallel 
to the Y-axis slideway and the cutting point are close to each other 
(a1), reducing the moment load caused by cutting resistance 
and thereby improving rigidity.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q06lQoNr8y0
http://www.stargb.com/after-one-weeks-training-we-were-able-to-program-and-run-the-star-apph-nottingham/


CNC SWISS TYPE 
AUTOMATIC LATHE

Standard Accessories and Functions

CNC SWISS TYPE AUTOMATIC LATHE
(Non-Guide-Bush Type) Type N

Standard Machine Specifications                       OP: Option

Optional Accessories and Functions

Standard Machine Specifications                      OP: Option External Dimensions and Floor Space      unit: mm(ft)
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